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Two cases of Impact Assessment in environmental lawmaking and the role of evidence in the European legislative process
INTRODUCTION

“If we wait for perfect information, we will be in the situation of someone who doesn’t want to buy a PC unless the technology is flawless and will not be improved anymore. He will never end up buying it.”1

This statement by a European politician is about regulation. To be more precise, it is about REACH, the colossal piece of chemicals regulation that will feature later on in this chapter. The statement expresses a particular stance in the eternal dilemma of preparing regulation: how much information do we need before it is legitimate to initiate a regulatory solution? Especially in situations in which our knowledge is (still) limited and the potential risks are high, we need a general principle of procedure to govern our decision-making. The main principle that comes to mind is the precautionary principle, which has been put on the global map since the Rio ‘Earth Summit’ in 1992. Since then it has been made part of the European framework for decision-making and has been invoked by many stakeholders. However, the general impression is that “that the precautionary principle has had little effect on actual policy-making”?2 Since the last few years, EU policy makers have also put in place a more operational procedural device for managing information input into regulatory and legislative decision-making: impact assessment. This chapter zooms in on the way impact assessment can be and is being used in the European law-making process.

In 2002 the European Commission put in place an ambitious set of regulatory reform initiatives under the label ‘Better Regulation’ following recommendations from the Mandelkern group. The main initiatives were the following: a simplification programme, a screening exercise of all pending legislative proposals and in 2005 a dedicated programme to reduce administrative burdens triggered by EU policies by 25% by 2012. The most comprehensive initiative of all consisted of an integrated impact assessment (IA) system.3 The European Commission aimed to address the lack of ‘evidence-based decision-making’ in the EU legislative process by systematically carry out, in an early stage of the policy cycle, assessments of the potential economic, social and environmental effects of of proposed regulatory interventions various societal groups. European impact assessment provides a template for assessing ex ante a range of regulatory activities, which comprises the following steps: problem identification, definition of the objectives, development of the main policy options, impact analysis, comparison of the options in the light of their impact and an outline for policy monitoring and evaluation.4 These analyses should be integrated with stakeholder consultation and therefore start early in the preparation process. An IA report, in which the findings are summarised, is then published together with the proposal. This report is attached to the (legislative) proposal throughout the rest of the decision-making procedure, in which it meant to serve as “an aid to decision-making, not a substitute for political judgement”.5 Here impact assessment is supposed to thread the fine line between trumping democratic decision-making and correcting the evidence gap in EU law-making. In other words, not only the quality of the scientific and economic evidence is important, but also the way in which it is used.6 The key question in relation to the EU impact assessment system is: does it facilitate a certain kind of use of evidence in lawmaking? First we will consider five ideal-types of ways of using impact assessment in the European legislative process. Then we will look at two case studies on environmental law-making with a core role for impact assessment, and consider to what extent they represent the ideal-types.7 The cases are the new Chemicals Regulation known as ‘REACH’ and the Thematic Strategy on Air Quality (CAFE). The former case sheds light on the role IA can play in dealing with contested scientific evidence in the European legislative process. The latter case involves a fairly uncontested scientific methodology, shifting the problem to the issue of how the data can be legitimately used to inform political processes.

USING IA IN THE EU LEGISLATIVE PROCESS: FIVE TYPES

In reaction to the integrated impact assessment procedure, people could be forgiven for shrugging their shoulders and stating ‘we have seen that before’. The EU has used many assessment devices over the years. And, how does impact assessment differ from or stand in relation to the precautionary principle? Does the choice to adopt regulatory impact assessment imply a marginalisation of the precautionary principle?8, or rather a new way of putting this principle into practice as the policy documents of the European Commission suggest?9

These questions are actually very useful in explaining the unique role of impact assessment in the European legislative process. Impact assessment and the precautionary principle have been presented as two rival ‘regulatory philosophies’.10 However, the overlap between the two is greater than their differences. In the EU context, both devices are first and foremost attempts to objectify ‘common sense’ and are not meant to function as ‘decision generators’. The Communication on the Precautionary Principle emphasises that precautionary measures must be “based on an examination of the potential benefits and costs”.11 In both cases the methodological framework amounts to a light steer in the direction of cost-benefit analysis at most.12 In contrast with the common understanding of the subject, cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is only an (important) component of many types of IA; IA does not equal CBA. Whereas CBA is a method for decision-making; impact assessment is a highly structured process of policy formulation. However, American author Jonathan Wiener has concluded that “the Better Regulation initiative, especially the use of IA, is moderating the earlier fervor for the Precautionary Principle”.13 The meaning of the precautionary principle is also malleable in the sense that certain legislative proposals – for example REACH, see below – are clearly based on the precautionary principle in the eyes of some14, but do not amount to a truly precautionary approach in the perception of others.15

The interpretations regarding the correct use of IA in the policy process makes
of IA can also vary greatly. When the impact assessment procedure was established as a “general purpose impact analysis tool” it was based on the idea that competitiveness, sustainability and governance form a set of interlinked drivers of legislation, which must be brought out in the process. However, in the course of a few years, the emphasis shifted slightly towards more clearly delineated quantitative aims, such as administrative burden reduction. Otherwise the most important development has been the establishment of an internal quality control mechanism called the ‘Impact Assessment Board’ (IAB). The IAB scrutinises IA reports before they are published and coaches DGs in improving their level of analysis.

Yet the type of tests conducted and the information contained in the IA report determines only in part how evidence will influence the final decision. As we have seen, a crucial factor is how various actors treat the IA and – related to that – the status of the IA report in the legislative process. There are two agreements on this topic with the other Institutions: the Inter-Institutional Agreement on Better Lawmaking from 2003 and the more informal ‘Common Approach to Impact Assessment’ from 2005. At the same time this is the weak point of the system so far. It has proved difficult to come up with concrete shared norms, the other Institutions have a poor record in carrying out their own IAs and there are a lot of other actors involved, such as lobby groups and Member States, with whom no agreement has been concluded.

This means that the concrete uses that the policy process makes of IA can vary widely. Even if there is a consensus that IA is a procedural device for infusing the lawmaking process with economic analysis but also with scientific evidence, there are still several ideal-typed modes of IA usage possible. According to the first type of IA use, the tool’s main function is seen as ‘speaking truth to power’. This use assumes that the ‘true’ regulatory solution to a problem can be found in an impact assessment. If one holds that legislating is a part-legal, part-political activity, impact assessment could be viewed as merely explaining the various rationales and considerations behind the proposal. Using impact assessment for ‘reason-giving for legislative decisions’ does raise the question what role is left for the explanatory memo-
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REACH – WHEN THE STAKES ARE HIGH

The saga of the REACH impact assessment process is best summed up by the following statement: “I think impact assessments came of age with the REACH proposals on chemicals but, my word, it was a painful process”. The expression ‘impact assessment process’ is used here on purpose, as many impact assessments were made. Throughout the legislative process for REACH (Registration, Evaluation and Authorisation of Chemicals) the estimation of costs and benefits played a major role.

A slightly longer, but still succinct way of summing up the REACH story goes as follows. The underlying reason why such a major overhaul of the European regulatory regime on the testing on health-related and environmental effects of all chemicals was possible was that almost everyone agreed that the old system was based on an injustice. Before REACH came along, ‘existing’ chemicals (on the market before 1981) were subject to a much lighter regime than the ‘new’ chemicals. This meant that there was a public health hazard related to the fundamental lack of information on chemicals introduced before 1981, but also that there was no level playing field for businesses involved due to the different sets of rules applied to chemicals depending on the time of their first introduction. The bargain struck between stakeholder was for NGOs to accept some degree of deregulation of the sector overall (namely an increase the tonnage threshold for the information requirements) and for industry to accept obligatory testing of ‘existing’ chemicals. REACH shifts the responsibility for the safety of chemicals to the chemicals industry, which must now register the 30,000 chemicals that are produced or imported at a quantity of 1 tonne or more per year with the newly established EU Chemicals Agency and provide information on the properties of the chemical. Furthermore, REACH calls for the progressive substitution of the most dangerous chemicals when suitable alternatives are known to exist.

When the ‘official’ Commission impact assessment of REACH was published in 2003, as part of the pilot project for the then newly established impact assessment
system, the debate on reforming the EU regulatory system for chemicals had already been going on for five years. Many partial assessments where already circulating at that stage. The chemicals industry, sometimes through the voices of the large Member States, France, Germany and the UK, had already made it clear that their costs arising from regulatory changes would be very high. There are reports that these concerns already influenced the original draft proposal, although it is unclear to what extent.

THE REACH IA DOCUMENT

The REACH IA contains seven objectives, possibly, as suggested by Pelkmans, too many too handle. They are human health & environment, the competitiveness of the EU chemicals industry, prevention of fragmentation of the internal market, increased transparency of the regulatory regime, integration with international efforts, discouragement of animal testing and WTO conformity. REACH is made up of different instruments, each addressing a different set of objectives. This raises the question of whether there should not have been separate IAs for each part.

The REACH IA also illustrates an important dilemma in IAs as regards timing. Some fundamental choices regarding the set up of REACH were already made at the stage of the White Paper, but the assessments carried out at that stage were criticised for not providing sufficient detail for a comprehensive assessment. The ‘official’ Commission IA is the opposite. Because it was done at a late stage of the policy process it has a high degree of precision, but there is little scope for (fundamental) changes in the proposal. Subsidiarity was not analysed in details, since the proposed REACH regulation would be replacing a set of existing directives. This raises the question of whether there should have been separate IAs for each part.

The exercise greater legitimacy the ‘REACH High Level Group on “Further Work on Impact Assessment”’ was established, consisting of a broader group of stakeholders, such as CEFIC (European Chemicals Industry Council) and UNICE (European Industrial Federation) and after initial reluctance the Commission agreed to undertake further impact assessment work, complementary to its extended impact assessment. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) containing the commitment to “provide a framework for the efficient undertaking of further investigations on business impacts of REACH” was concluded on 3 March 2004 between four parties (CEFIC, UNICE, DG Environment and DG Enterprise). In order to lend the high stakes behind the revision and the multitude of expected impacts caused a real flood of impact assessments, many of which only focused on one aspect of the proposal. Also the Commission did not stick to its own resolution of producing one, original impact assessment only as an objective document containing an integrated analysis covering all sensible policy options. Pressured by large stakeholders, such as CEFIC (European Chemicals Industry Council) and UNICE (European Industrial Federation) and after initial reluctance the Commission agreed to undertake further impact assessment work, complementary to its extended impact assessment. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) containing the commitment to “provide a framework for the efficient undertaking of further investigations on business impacts of REACH” was concluded on 3 March 2004 between four parties (CEFIC, UNICE, DG Environment and DG Enterprise).
According to the environmental lobby the impact assessment process did not succeed in mitigating ‘politics as usual’:

‘Throughout the REACH debate, WWF and the other environmental NGOs have focussed on providing reasoned and reasonable input into the policy debate. We have been very disappointed that certain other parties to the debate, notably some representatives of industry, appear not to have taken this approach, and have been attempting to make political capital through scaremongering.’

Other stakeholders have considered the impact assessment process, and specifically the second, revised Commission impact assessment, as a game of give and take and called the actions of the environmental lobby ‘non-committal’ as in their view the environmental organisations opted out just because they did not like the results.

The controversial process and content were a fertile basis for further disagreement as the impact assessment went on to be used in the legislative process. The Dutch Presidency of the European Union also made an attempt to mediate between different appraisals of the impacts of REACH, by hosting a workshop on 25-27 October 2004. In the opinion of some this workshop was an example of an appropriate forum for business input, whereas others saw it as just a prologue to the negotiations in Council. At this event the approach that came to dominate the IA usage in this case, namely a pragmatic focus on cost-effectiveness at the expense of cost-benefit analysis of various options, was sealed. According to the summary report there were already 36 impact assessments available at the time. There would be more to come.

The assignment of the REACH dossier had led to a cat fight between the Industry Committee and the Environment Committee who had been handling REACH since the days of the White Paper, in consultation with the Industry and Legal Affairs Committees. The hard-fought solution was to let these three committees act as joint leads, with five other committees co-examining the REACH dossier. MEPs have expressed their despair at the unhelpfulness of the impact assessment process in the case of REACH, where they had to deal with almost as many impact assessments as position papers. Committee members from the Environment Committee, probably speaking about the revised impact assessment, voiced their concern that the impact assessment focussed on impacts on business and did not address impacts and benefits to the environment and on social issues. Commissioner Dimas pointed to the original IA when he said that “a comprehensive impact assessment had already been carried out, which showed that benefits strongly outweighed costs, pointing to the necessity for awareness-raising to be brought to the fore.” Vice-President Verheugen however broke ranks by criticizing the Commission proposal, stating that he saw REACH as “a clear example of legislation that is too complicated and too ambitious, too lacking in transparency.”

Although Parliament too seemed to view impact assessmen as a forum for partial views on the regulatory proposal it was by no means uncritical towards the role of stakeholders in the impact assessment process. For instance, an MEP of the Greens/European Free Alliance accused Cefic and ACC of continuing to use dis-proven figures: “Cefic and ACC went on to say that the cost of testing was estimated at €7 Billion, although the estimate in the impact assessment from May 2002 said that the cost would be between 1.4 and 7 billion, with a best estimate of 3.6 billion.” Also, MEP Caroline Jackson (PPE), then chair of the Environment Committee, has floated the idea that if the industry wants to come up with an alternative proposal for REACH it should be accompanied by an impact assessment.

In accordance with the Inter-Institutional Agreement on Better Lawmaking, the impact assessment was also used in Council, although the way in which it was used is not necessarily in line with the spirit of that agreement. The REACH impact assessments are reported to have had influence on the outcome although by fuelling negotiations rather than more deliberative modes of decision-making.

To facilitate information provision to the Council negotiations, the Luxembourg Presidency followed the Dutch example and organised a REACH workshop on 10 and 11 May 2005. Oddly, this workshop focused on aspects which normally belong to the early stages of the IA process, namely data and options, whereas the Dutch workshop held in the previous year had focussed on cost-saving measures. Interviewed officials have asserted that the usefulness of this workshop as well as the previous one depended on the fact that they produced conclusions which could be fed straight into the negotiation process in Council. A press release from the Luxembourg Presidency reported that the “Council is committed to taking into account all the results drawn from the impact studies once the political decision is made”, Chairman Jeannot Krecké expressed the general stance on correct impact assessment use among members of the Competitiveness Council as follows “the purpose of impact studies is not to produce a perfect state of information on REACH, but rather to provide as much information as possible.” However, interviewees have indicated that there was a point past which IAs no longer played a role.

In all these debates and assessments the precautionary principle was conspicuously absent. It was present in the early REACH proposal – the one dating from the White Paper days –, but it is clear that by the time the legislative game began and the main concern was to get business on board, the focus shifted to the direct costs, a concern that is only very indirectly of interest to the precautionary principle.

**Thematic Strategy on Air Quality (CAFE) – Debating Costs and Benefits**

Unlike the REACH IA process, which has gotten mixed reviews at best, the IA process for the Air Quality Thematic Strategy (CAFE) is generally seen as a success story, albeit a ‘compromised’ one. By ‘compromised success’ the authors in question mean that both the environmental lobby and the industry lobby achieved some of their goals: the final outcome included tougher standards on emissions but not as strict as initially proposed. What is seen as only a partial success from the lobbyists' perspective could indeed be a real victory for the usage of impact assessment, as it could mean that a balance was found between politics and ratio.

The joint impact assessment of the Communication on Thematic Strategy on Air Pollution and the Directive on “Ambient Air Quality and Cleaner Air for Europe” has become known as the ‘CAFE impact assessment’. The CAFE IA has
been hailed as one of the most comprehensive IAs ever produced by the Commission. This was made possible by the existence of a wide array of studies on the topic. In this case, assessing the impacts was very much part of the policy preparation as a whole. The work was carried out in a Steering Group alongside several smaller working groups, allowing for involvement from various stakeholders (industry federations, environmental NGOs, research institutes and representatives from Member States). Not just the data but also the wider terms of reference (models, scenarios and assumptions) were discussed in this Steering Group and the working groups, which to some observers was a sign of inclusiveness of the IA process.

The CAFE IA Document

Some readers of the lengthy CAFE IA are left with the impression that some elements that were too lengthy to be fitted into the actual strategy document have been included in the IA report instead. The objective mentioned in the IA is the following: “achieving levels of air quality that do not give rise to significant negative impacts on and risks to human health and the environment”. This is a fairly off way of formulating an objective, as the phrase includes a judgment (‘significant”), making it difficult to ascertain whether the objective has been achieved. As mentioned the IA made use of extensive studies that included advanced modelling developed over many years, causing most actors to be satisfied with the content of the IA.

Using the Information from the CAFE IA

This lack of controversy surrounding the content as such had implications for the use of the impact assessment too. For example, one observer who felt that DG Environment wrote up the IA in a biased way immediately added to that ‘it did not matter, since the numbers were there’. Thus, a good IA seems to be able to trigger a more rational political debate. However, that was not the whole story. During the legislative debates he most problematic element of the CAFE IA turned out to be the decision criterion, or rather, the alleged lack of it.

The IA report showed that although in all scenarios considered the benefits were greater than the costs, the cost curve rose sharply from a certain ambition level onwards with the benefits only increasing marginally. The policy option proposed by the European Commission was expected to deliver €42 billion in benefits per year at a cost of around €7.1 billion per year. The expected benefits included the prevention of 62,000 premature deaths. However, an earlier more ambitious proposal, reflected in an ‘option’ in the IA report, would have prevented 74,000 premature deaths, with the benefits still outweighing the costs by a significant factor.

In the words of an environmental think tank: “[T]he Commission opted for an approach that reaped only the relatively low hanging fruits, although the Impact Assessment could have justified a more ambitious approach, as preferred by a majority of experts in the Working Group.”

This caused the European Parliament to ask why this more ambitious option had not been proposed by the Commission. Some went even further and wondered whether this was a legitimate use of numbers in an IA and whether the Commission was not under an obligation to put forward the more beneficial option. Phrased differently, the Parliament implied that cost-benefit analysis should have been used as a decision criterion here, whereas the Commission implicitly took more of a cost-effectiveness approach. In doing so, the Commission lived up to its own motto that IA should be “an aid to decision-making, not a substitute for political judgement.”

But what can mean in practice was neatly illustrated by the role the CAFE IA played in internal decision-making within the College of Commissioners of the European Commission, before the dossier got to the Parliament. The Thematic Strategy arrived to the decision table at a difficult time. The Better Regulation strategy was just being reformed to fit more closely the Lisbon agenda with its focus on competitiveness. The package of seven environmental strategies, inherited from the Prodi Commission, was not received warmly by the new Commission and in particular by the Commissioner for Enterprise, Vice-President Verheugen. The College negotiated versions of the Strategies that could be passed as ‘Better Regulation proof’. The CAFE IA was instrumental to this in the following way. Verheugen had asked Commissioner Dimas for Environment to come along and present the IA in front of the Competitiveness Council Group of Commissioners in early June 2005. In the view of DG Environment the IA supported the more ambitious option. But DG Enterprise and Verheugen thought the cost-aspect brought to light by the IA should be the decisive factor: the marginal benefits of the higher ambition level were low and therefore could not justify the costs to business. So discussion of the IA by the Commissioners, did not pre-empt the impression that the proposal only contained the less ambitious option because that was the one which had political support. However, the difference the IA process made in this case was that now the fact that the Commission chose a ‘B’ option was out in the open because it was obvious from the IA report.

The IA process managed fairly well to bring out the various trade-offs associated with the policy options. Although this process can be applauded as an instance of an IA actually aiding political decision-making, it also revealed how difficult it is to have a political discussion that does justice to the IA. This leads to diverging assessments of the appropriateness of the use of IA in this case: to some ‘it was an epiphany seeing an IA used as it should be’, to others the good quality of the IA was simply not reflected in the proposal.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

What to take away from the case studies? A brief warning is warranted here: the stories of the REACH and CAFE impact assessments are about what can happen with impact assessment, but due to the exceptional circumstances of the cases and the early stage of the EU IA system, they should not be taken as the account of impact assessment in EU lawmaking. Interestingly both cases presented here have been used as examples of both good and bad practice in the literature. This can be explained by the wide-spread disagreement on what is meant to be, and what should be, the correct use of IA by political actors.

It should also be noted that the factual circumstances differed enormously from the one case to the other. The REACH debate relied on many scattered IAs on the subject; in the case of CAFE there was one lengthy comprehensive assessment. In the case of REACH the IA process, the IA content and the use of IA in the legislative process were contested. The Thematic Strategy on Air Quality (CAFE) shows a different picture: although there was little contestation regarding the process and the content, the use of impact assessment was still controversial. It is possible that with REACH the process and the content were so contested that stakeholders did not get around to arguing the use, especially because there were too many partial IA’s with unclear authority. For CAFE the mechanism was reversed: a relatively uncontested process and a content relying on years of research paved the way for controversy around the use.

Looking at the case studies through the lens of the ideal-typed modes of use of IA, the REACH case study shows that many actors – implicitly or explicitly – embraced a providing a forum for stakeholders’ use. There are positive aspects to this usage. By integrating economic and scientific analysis with the stakeholder consultation, some big stakeholders got on board because the extreme numbers available to produce additional studies to industrial lobby groups on the one hand and environmental NGOs on the other, delegitimised the process.66 Also, the REACH case shows that there is a risk that short-term and cost-based arguments are prioritised to some extent.

The CAFE case, however, shows that long terms benefits can play a decisive role too, offering a glimpse of using IA to highlight trade-offs might work. Process and content went relatively uncontested here, but the use of the IA in the decision-making process, revealed disagreement on the appropriate decision criterion, and in particular on the role of CBA. The CAFE case does show that more transparency triggers a need for even more transparency. At least part of the controversy could have been avoided if the decision criterion applied by the College of Commissioners would have been made explicit in the report.
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